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If you are reading these papers on an electronic device you have saved the Council £11.33 and 
helped reduce the Council’s carbon footprint. 

 

Statutory Licensing Sub-
Committee 
23 September 2019 

 
 
Time 
 

 
10.00 am 

 
Public Meeting? 

 
YES 

 
Type of meeting 

 
Regulatory 

Venue 
 

Committee Room 4, Third Floor, Civic Centre 

 
Membership 
 

Chair Cllr Alan Bolshaw (Lab) 
  
 

Labour Conservative  

Cllr Rita Potter 
 

Cllr Jonathan Crofts 
 

 
 

Quorum for this meeting is two Councillors. 
 

 
Information for the Public 
 

If you have any queries about this meeting, please contact the Democratic Services team: 

Contact Donna Cope, Democratic Services Officer 
Tel/Email Tel: 01902 554452 Email: donna.cope@wolverhampton.gov.uk 
Address Democratic Services, Civic Centre, 1st floor, St Peter’s Square, 

Wolverhampton WV1 1RL 
 

Copies of other agendas and reports are available from: 
 

Website  www.wolverhampton.moderngov.co.uk  

Email democratic.services@wolverhampton.gov.uk  

Tel 01902 550320 

 

Please take note of the protocol for filming and recording of, and use of social media in, meetings, copies 
of which are displayed in the meeting room. 
 
Some items are discussed in private because of their confidential or commercial nature. These reports 
are not available to the public. 
 

 

http://www.wolverhampton.moderngov.co.uk1/
mailto:democratic.services@wolverhampton.gov.uk
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2 Declarations of interest  
 

3 Licensing Act 2003 - Premises Licence Application in respect of The 
Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road, Wolverhampton, WV2 3JY 

(Pages 3 - 50) 
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Statutory Licensing Sub - 
Committee 
23 September 2019 

  
Report title Licensing Act 2003 - Premises Licence 

Application in respect of The Blakenhall Service 
Station, 327 Dudley Road, Wolverhampton, WV2 
3JY 

  

Wards affected Blakenhall 

Accountable director Ross Cook, City Environment 

Originating service Licensing Services 

Accountable employee Elizabeth Gregg 

Tel 

Email 

Senior Licensing Officer 

01902 553834 

Elizabeth.Gregg@wolverhampton.gov.uk 

 

 

  

 

Recommendation for decision: 

 
1. To submit for consideration by the Statutory Licensing Sub-Committee an application for 

a new premises licence. 
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1.0 Purpose 

 
1.1 To submit for consideration by the Statutory Licensing Sub-Committee an application for 

a new premises licence. 

 

2.0 Background 

 
2.1  The application was received on 31 July 2019 from Rondel Trading Ltd for a premises 

licence in respect of The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road, Wolverhampton, 
WV2 3JY3LP. A copy of the application is attached at Appendix 1. 
 

2.2  The premises are in Blakenhall ward and a location plan is attached at Appendix 2. 
 
2.3  The application is in respect of the sale of alcohol off the premises. 
 

2.4 This premises is situated within the Cumulative Impact Zone. A copy of the policy and the 

area which it covers is attached at Appendix 3. 
 
2.5  The applicant provided confirmation they have an agent working on their behalf. This 

correspondence can be found at Appendix 4.   
 
2.6 It is the understanding of the licensing authority that the application for this premises 

licence has been properly made. The statutory requirement to give notice of the 
application has also been complied with. 
 

2.7 All responsible authorities have been consulted on this application. 
 
2.8 Relevant representations have been received from the following: 

- Other Persons 
- Licensing Authority 
- Public Health 
 

2.9  Copies of the representations can be found at Appendices 5, 6, and 7. 

 

2.10  West Midlands Police have mediated with the applicant’s agent and a copy of the 

mediation is attached at Appendix 8.  

 

3.0 Policy Implications  

 
3.1  On 3 April 2015 the Statement of Licensing Policy was revised to give effect to the 

Cumulative Impact Policy (CIP) in four new areas of the City. This decision supported 
the view that the number, type and density of premises selling alcohol for consumption 
and/or late night Refreshment in areas within Wolverhampton City was causing 
problems of nuisance and disorder and therefore causing an adverse impact on the 
licensing objectives of prevention of crime and disorder and prevention of public 
nuisance. 
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3.2  The effect of this CIP is to create a rebuttable presumption that applications in respect of 
the sale or supply of alcohol and/or late night Refreshment for new Premises Licences, 
Club Premises Certificates or Provisional Statements and applications for variations of 
existing Premises Licences, Club Premises Certificates where the premises are situated 
in the City Centre Cumulative Impact Zone will be refused. 
 

3.3  Essentially this means that applications that are likely to add to the existing cumulative 
impact will normally be refused, unless the applicant can demonstrate in their operating 
schedule that there will be no negative cumulative impact on one or more of the licensing 
objectives. (This policy does not act as an absolute prohibition on granting new licences 
in the Cumulative Impact Zones). 
 

3.4  To rebut the presumption, explained in 3.3 above, the applicant is expected to 
demonstrate through their operating schedule and where appropriate with supporting 
evidence that the operation of the premises will not add to the cumulative impact already 

being experienced and not therefore have an adverse impact in the Licensing Objectives. 

 

4.0 Financial implications 

 
4.1 There are no direct financial implications associated with the recommendations in this 

report. The fee for this application is £190.00 and is non-refundable. The fees and 
charges in relation to the Licensing Act 2003 are set by the Secretary of State. This was 

noted by the Licensing Committee on 20 March 2019. [TK/06092019/A] 

 

5.0 Legal implications 

 
5.1  Part 4(1) of the Licensing Act 2003 states that a Licensing Authority must carry out its 

function under the Act with a view to promoting the Licensing Objectives, namely:- 
 
(a) The prevention of crime and disorder; 
 
(b) Public safety; 
 
(c) The prevention of public nuisance; 
 
(d) The protection of children from harm. 

 

5.2  The general duties imposed on Licensing Authorities means proper consideration must 
be given to the Licensing Objectives when determining a premises licence application. 
 

5.3  Regard shall be had to guidance issued by the Secretary of State under Section 182 and 
Wolverhampton City Council’s Licensing Policy statement which includes a cumulative 
impact policy 
 

5.4  Section 18 of the Licensing Act 2003 provides the Licensing Authority with the power to 
grant an application, subject to conditions, where appropriate 
 

5.5  In order for the Cumulative Impact Policy to be relevant to this application the Sub- 
Committee: 
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I.  Should be satisfied it applies due to: 
 

(a)  Premises being located within the Cumulative Impact Zone; 
(b)  Licensable activity applied for at the premises is to include sale of alcohol 

or late night refreshment and is; 
(c)  The likelihood that the activity will have an impact on the crime and disorder 

or prevention of public nuisance licensing objectives. 
And where the Cumulative Impact Policy is deemed to apply: 
 

II.  Should refuse an application based upon the Cumulative Impact Policy unless 
sufficient evidence is produced, by the applicant, to rebut the presumption that a 
licence will not be granted or varied. 
 

5.6  If the Sub-Committee are satisfied sufficient evidence has been produced to show 
the premises will not add to the Cumulative Impact already being experienced, the 

application should not be refused based upon Cumulative Impact Policy. 

[JB/30082019/A] 

 
6.0  Equalities implications 
 
6.1  This report has human rights implications for both the premises licence holder and the 

residents from the local neighbourhood. Any of the steps outlined in Section 4 of this 
report may have financial implications for a licensee’s business and livelihood and/or 
may have impact upon the day to day lives of residents living in close proximity to the 
premises. 
 

6.2  Article 8(i) of the European Convention of Human Rights provides that everyone has the 
right to respect for his/her private and family life and his/her home (which includes 
business premises). This right may be interfered with by the Council on a number of 
grounds including the protection of rights and freedoms of others. The First Protocol – 
Article 1 – also provides that every person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his 
possessions and shall not be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest 
and conditions provided for by law. Members must accordingly make a decision which is 
proportionate to the hearing and endeavour to find a balance between the rights of the 
applicant, residents and the community as a whole. 

 

7.0 Climate change and environmental implications 

 
7.1  There are no climate change and environmental Implications in relation to this report. 
 
8.0  Human resources implications 
 
8.1  There are no human resource implications in relation to this report. 
 
9.0  Corporate landlord implications 
 
9.1  There are no corporate landlord implications in relation to this report. 
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10.0  Schedule of background papers 
 
10.1  None 
 
11.0  Appendices 
 
11.1  Appendix 1 – Application 
 
11.2  Appendix 2 – Location Plan 
 
11.3  Appendix 3 - Cumulative Impact Zone Policy 
 
11.4  Appendix 4 – Applicant confirmation agent working on their behalf  
 
11.5  Appendix 5 - Other Persons Representations  
 
11.6  Appendix 6 – Licensing Authority Representations  
 
11.7  Appendix 7 – Public Health Representations  
 
11.8 Appendix 8 - West Midlands Police Mediation  
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Consent of individual to being specified as premises supervisor 

 

 
I 
                      
[full name of prospective premises supervisor] 

 
 

of 

[home address of prospective 
premises supervisor] 

 
hereby confirm that I give my consent to be specified as the designated premises supervisor 
in relation to the application for  

 [type of application] 
 

by 

[name of applicant] 

 
 
relating to a premises licence  
 [number of existing licence, if any] 

 
for  

[name and address of premises to 
which the application relates] 

 
and any premises licence to be granted or varied in respect of this application made by  

[name of applicant] 

 

concerning the supply of alcohol at 

[name and address of premises 
to which application relates] 

 
I also confirm that I am entitled to work in the United Kingdom and am applying for, intend to 
apply for or currently hold a personal licence, details of which I set out below.  

 
  

   
 Mr. Rakesh Kumar 

A new premises licence 

Rondel Trading Ltd  (Company Number 10225710) 

 
N/A (new premises licence application) 

The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road 
Wolverhampton WV2 3JY 

Rondel Trading Ltd  (Company Number 10225710) 

The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road 
Wolverhampton WV2 3JY 
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Personal licence number  

[insert personal licence 
number, if any] 

 
Personal licence issuing authority 

[insert name and 
address and telephone 
number of personal 
licence issuing 
authority, if any] 

 

 
 
Signed  
 
 

 
Name (please print)  
 
 
 
Date 

  

H05498 

Hounslow Licensing Authority, London Borough of Hounslow, Civic 
Centre, Lampton Road, Hounslow, TW3 4DN, 
licensing@hounslow.gov.uk 

Mr. Rakesh Kumar 

30/07/2019 
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The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road, 
Wolverhampton, WV2 3JY

IMAGINe - Powered by

Asset Management 
Civic Centre 
St Peters Square 
Wolverhampton 
WV1 1RL

Plan Produced 10.9.2019
Scale 1:1,250

Page 1 of 1Map Output

10/09/2019http://vs249/servlet/com.esri.esrimap.Esrimap?ServiceName=Overview&ClientVersi...
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CUMULATIVE IMPACT POLICY 
 
It is not proposed to set quotas for particular types of licences.  Applications will be  
considered on their individual merit thus ensuring that the characteristics of the many  
different types of licensed activity are fully considered. If crime and disorder or  
general disturbance/nuisance does prove to be linked to the concentration of  
customers of licensed premises or activities in these or any other particular areas,  
then it may be necessary to seek controls over the issue of new licences through a  
‘Cumulative Impact Policy’.   
 
It would first be necessary to establish that, because of the number and density of  
licensed premises in a particular area, there are exceptional problems of nuisance,  
disturbance and/or disorder outside or away from those licensed premises as a  
result of their combined effect.  Where particular premises are identifiable as being  
responsible for the problems, action will be taken against them. 
 
Before deciding whether to adopt a Cumulative Impact Policy, the Council must be  
sure that the imposition of individual conditions to particular premises would not  
solve the problem.  The Council has a duty under Section 17 of the Crime and  
Disorder Act 1998 to do all that it reasonably can to prevent crime and disorder.  
 
In the Guidance issued under the Act there are four steps specified to be followed in  
considering whether to adopt a Cumulative Impact Policy: 
 
 • Identification of serious and chronic concern from a responsible 

Authority or representatives of residents about nuisance or disorder. 
    
 • Assessment of causes. 
    
 • Where it can be demonstrated that disorder and nuisance is arising as 

a result of customers of licensed premises, identifying the area from 
which problems are arising and the boundaries of that area. 

    
 • Adopting a policy about future licence applications from that area. 
 
The Licensing Committee will keep any Cumulative Impact Policy under review and  
modify or remove it, as considered appropriate. 
 
As detailed above the Council recognises that because of the number of and density  
of licensed premises selling alcohol and/or Late Night Refreshment in particular  
areas there might be exceptional problems of nuisance, disturbance and/or disorder  
outside or away from those licensed premises as a result of their combined effect.  In  
these cases it may be necessary to seek controls over the issue of new licences  
through a ‘Cumulative Impact Policy’. 
 
 
The Licensing Authority is now of the view that in these areas this is causing  
cumulative impact and designates these areas as Cumulative Impact Zones.  The  
details of the policy specific to each area are described below. 
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 The effect of the Cumulative Impact Policy is to create a rebuttable presumption that 
applications in respect the licensable activities detailed below for new Premises 
Licences, Club Premises Certificates or Provisional Statements and applications for 
variations of existing Premises Licences, Club Premises Certificates (where the 
modifications are relevant to the issue of cumulative impact for example increases in 
hours or capacity) where the premises are situated in one of the Cumulative Impact 
Zones will be refused.   

 
 To rebut this presumption the applicant would be expected to show through the 

operating schedule and where appropriate with supporting evidence that the 
operation of the premises will not add to the cumulative impact already being 
experienced.  This policy does not act as an absolute prohibition on granting new 
licences in the Cumulative Impact Zones. 

 
 The Cumulative Impact Policy will not be used to revoke an existing licence or 

certificate and will not be applicable to the review of existing licences. 
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Sensitivity: PROTECT 
 
From: Councillor Jas Dehar <Jas.Dehar@wolverhampton.gov.uk>  
Sent: 31 July 2019 15:49 
To:  
Cc: Licensing <Licensing@wolverhampton.gov.uk>;  

 
Subject: Re: Premises Licence Application - The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road, Wolverhampton, WV2 
3JY - PRE1389 
 
Hi All  
I have great concern about this Licence been given . We already have anti social behaviour going on in Phoenix Park. 
Which I am dealing with officers and the police . I feel the consumption of alcohol from the new premises will add 
further nuisance and disruption in the park. 
Kind regards 
Cllr Jas Dehar 
Blakenhall Ward  

Sent from my iPad 
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From: Elaine Moreton
Sent: 28 August 2019 00:15
To: Elizabeth Gregg
Cc: Licensing
Subject: FW: Premises Licence Application - The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road, 

Wolverhampton, WV2 3JY - PRE1389

 
 
Dear Elizabeth,  
 
I write on behalf of the Licensing Authority as a Responsible Authority to make formal 
representations to the above application for a new premises licence as the premises falls within 
Dudley Road C.I.Z. 
 
There is a rebuttable presumption that applications within a C.I.Z will be refused unless the 
applicant can demonstrate that there will be no negative cumulative impact on one or more of the 
licensing objectives; Prevention of Crime and Disorder, Prevention of Public Nuisance, Protection 
of Children from Harm and Public Safety. 
 
Further clarity is required within the operating schedule to rebut the presumption of none grant as 
the premises is known as “Blakenhall Service Station” and the Section 182 Guidance states 
following:  
 

“Garages and motorway service areas 
5.22 Section 176 of the 2003 Act prohibits the sale or supply of alcohol at motorway service 
areas (MSAs) and from premises which are used primarily as a garage, or are part of 
premises used primarily as a garage. Premises are used primarily as a garage if they 
are used for one or more of the following: 
• the retailing of petrol; 
• the retailing of derv (diesel); 
• the sale of motor vehicles; and 
• the maintenance of motor vehicles.” 
 
The proposed designated premises supervisor Mr Rakesh Kumar resides within London. The 
Licensing Authority has concerns that if he becomes the designated premises supervisor how he 
intends to control alcohol sales as a DPS (the key person who will usually be responsible for the 
day to day management of the premises).  
 
There are further concerns as there are already three licensed premises within close proximity to 
327 Dudley Road which already provides off sales.  
 
Regards,  
 
 
Elaine Moreton 
Section Leader 
Tel. Office: 01902 552772 
 
E-mail: Elaine.Moreton@wolverhampton.gov.uk 
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Public Health Wolverhampton  Page 1 of 3 
 

Public Health representation to the licence application, submitted to the City of 

Wolverhampton Council, by The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road, 

Wolverhampton, WV2 3JY 

1.0 Public Health is one of the Responsible Authorities as stipulated in the 

 Licensing Act 2003. Section 182 guidance at paragraph 9.22 states ‘health 

 bodies are encouraged to make representations in respect of any of the four 

 licensing objectives’. 

1.1 Public Health object against the licence application made by The Blakenhall 

 Service Station, 327 Dudley Road, Wolverhampton, WV2 3JY, on the 

 basis it falls within a Cumulative Impact Zone and undermines the licensing 

 objectives of the prevention of crime and disorder and the prevention of public 

 nuisance. It is the view of Public Health that the applicant has not provided 

 evidence which rebuts the presumption of refusal. 

2.0 Cumulative Impact Zone 

 The premises in question falls under a Cumulative Impact Zone (CIZ). Figure 

 1 provides an outline of the said CIZ and the location of the proposed 

 premises. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Dudley Road CIZ 
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2.1 Wolverhampton’s Statement of Licensing Policy1 section 13 outlines the 

 process for designating an CIZ. This process being: 

• Identification of serious and chronic concern from a Responsible Authority 
or representatives of residents about nuisance or disorder 

• Assessment of causes 

• Where it can be demonstrated that disorder and nuisance is arising as a 
result of customers of licensed premises, identifying the area from which 
problems are arising and the boundaries of that area 

• Adopting a policy about future licence applications from that area 
 
 This process demonstrates the robustness of designating an CIZ. Paragraphs 
 13.10 and 13.11 of this policy states:  
 
 13.10 The effect of the Cumulative Impact Policy is to create a rebuttable 
  presumption that applications in respect the licensable activities  
  detailed below for new Premises Licences, Club Premises Certificates 
  or Provisional Statements and applications for variations of existing 
  Premises Licences, Club Premises Certificates (where the   
  modifications are relevant to the issue of cumulative impact for 
  example increases in hours or capacity) where the premises are 
  situated in one of the Cumulative Impact Zones will be refused. 
 
 13.11  To rebut this presumption the applicant would be expected to show 
  through the operating schedule and where appropriate with supporting 
  evidence that the operation of the premises will not add to the 
  cumulative impact already being experienced. This policy does not act 
  as an absolute prohibition on granting new licences in the Cumulative 

  Impact Zones. 
 
2.2 The Dudley Road CIZ was agreed by the Statutory Licencing Committee on 
 25 March 20152. This policy was further revised on 06 June 20183. The 
 Statutory Licensing Committee agreed the CIZ policy remains an important 
 part of reducing alcohol related harm and issues identified in the CIZ during 
 inception are still of concern and relevant.  
 
2.3 Public Health, in conjunction with Licensing, has recently launched an 
 interactive tool4 which plots various data onto a spatial map. When 
 considering an application that falls within a CIZ it is useful to view the density 
 of outlets currently in operation within the CIZ boundary. Figure 2 provides a 
 view of current outlets within the Dudley Road CIZ. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 https://www.wolverhampton.gov.uk/sites/default/files/pdf/Statement_of_Licensing_Policy_2015.pdf  
2 http://wolverhampton.moderngov.co.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=153&MId=4131&Ver=4  
3 http://wolverhampton.moderngov.co.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=153&MId=9100&Ver=4  
4 https://www.wolverhampton.gov.uk/licences/gambling-and-gaming/gambling-premises-licence  
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5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.0 Considering the application falls within the CIZ, and the applicant does not in 

 the view of Public Health rebut the presumption of refusal, it is the view of 

 Public Health that granting another licence within the area will  exacerbate the 

 concerning issues already identified.  

 
 
Parpinder Singh 
Senior Public Health Specialist 
City of Wolverhampton Council 

                                                           
5 Venues on Knox Road and Birmingham New Road are not within the CIZ 

Fig 2: Outlets within Dudley Road 

CIZ 
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From: WV Licensing <wv_licensing@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk>  
Sent: 15 August 2019 14:02 
To: Licensing <Licensing@wolverhampton.gov.uk> 
Subject: RE: Premises Licence Application - The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road, Wolverhampton, WV2 
3JY - PRE1389 
 
Hi,  
 
Please see the email attached. I have no representations so long as the conditions stated in the email are applied. 
The email includes an attachment of the premise license application. I am happy with the wording used in the 
application that the applicant has put in himself rather than what is on the email  
 
 

With Kind Regards 

PCSO Aimee Taylor  

Wolverhampton NPU | Licensing 

West Midlands Police 
T: 101 (ext. 8713284) |  

Preventing crime, protecting the public and helping those in need. 

If it’s not 999, search WMP Online 

     

 
 
 

From: Licensing [mailto:Licensing@wolverhampton.gov.uk]  
Sent: 31 July 2019 09:33 
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Elizabeth Gregg

From: Adam Kline < >
Sent: 15 August 2019 12:49
To: Licensing; Elizabeth Gregg
Cc:
Subject: PREMISES LICENCE APPLICATION - SUGGESTED POLICE CONDITIONS - 

wolverhampton-839226 - The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley Road 
Wolverhampton WV2 3JY

Attachments: 15.08.19_Application_Form_(Wolverhampton-839226).pdf

Importance: High

Dear Ms. Gregg, 
 
We are writing in respect of the ongoing premises licence application for The Blakenhall Service Station, 327 Dudley 
Road Wolverhampton WV2 3JY (reference wolverhampton-839226). 
 
As per their email below, West Midlands Police have suggested two additional conditions under Section 18 (b) (“The 
Prevention of Crime and Disorder”) of the application. These are: 
 

1. A restriction on the strength of beer, cider or lager sold to a maximum ABV of 6.5%.  
2. A restriction on the sale of any single cans of beer, cider or lager. 

 
The director of the applicant company Rondel Trading Ltd, Veronica Nastase, has confirmed that she is happy to 
accept these suggestions (please see email below). We hence ask that the conditions be added to the premises 
licence application. 
 
In case it is required, we attach modified application form including the new conditions under Section 18 (b). 
 
Best regards, 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
CONFIDENTIAL 
The information in this e-mail and any attachment is confidential. It is intended only for the named recipient(s). If you are not the named 
recipient please notify the sender immediately and do not disclose the contents to any other person or make any copies. We cannot 
accept liability for any breaches of confidence arising through use of email. The content of this email is without prejudice and subject to 
contract unless expressly stated otherwise. Any opinions expressed in this email (including attachments) are those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect our opinions and we will not accept responsibility for any commitments made by our employees outside the scope 
of our business. We do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of such information. We have taken every reasonable precaution to 
ensure that any attachment to this e-mail has been swept for viruses. However we cannot accept liability for any damage sustained as a 
result of software viruses and would advise that you carry out your own virus checks before opening any attachment. Pro-Leagle is a 
European law firm registered and regulated by the Rennes Bar in France under Siret No. 794 947 358 00022. The Managing Director of 
Pro-Leagle is a solicitor qualified and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority in the UK.  

 
 

 

ADAM KLINE – PRO-LEAGLE 
www.proleagle.com 

Tel: 020 3637 5189 
Fax: 020 3397 1559 
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From: R Jangra [mailto: ]  
Sent: 15 August 2019 12:51 
To: Adam Kline 
Subject: Re: Premise Licence Application 
 
Good Morning Aimee , 
 
Thank you for Phone call today morning as discussed and as per above email I’m happy with restrictions on 
single cans of beer , cider, largers also I’ve instructed to my supplier as well regarding I have condition on 
licence ABV of 6.5%. They are happy to work under the condition also we are fully aware about safety, 
safety is main concern about us as well .  
 
Thank you  
Veronica Nastase  
 

From: Aimee Taylor <aimee.taylor@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 11:30:09 AM 
To: ' > 
Subject: Premise Licence Application  
 
Good Morning,  
 
I have read through the premise application that has been submitted. There are just a couple of things that I would 
recommend adding in to support the licensing objectives in regards to the sale of alcohol.  
 
Firstly, I would recommend you include a restriction on the sale of beer, cider and larger to a maximum ABV of 6.5%. 
Secondly, you will not sell any single cans of beer, cider and larger to prevent any crime and disorder.  
 
In order to amend this you will need to contact the council and include the above. If you have any questions 
regarding this please don’t hesitate to contact me.  

With Kind Regards 

PCSO Aimee Taylor  

Wolverhampton NPU | Licensing 

West Midlands Police 
T: 101 (ext. 8713284) |  

Preventing crime, protecting the public and helping those in need. 

If it’s not 999, search WMP Online 

 

 
 
 

This email is intended for the addressee only and may contain privileged or confidential information. If received in error, 
please notify the originator immediately. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, copying or alteration of this email is strictly 
forbidden. Views or opinions expressed in this email do not necessarily represent those of West Midlands Police. All West 
Midlands Police email activity is monitored for virus, racist, obscene, or otherwise inappropriate activity. No responsibility is 
accepted by West Midlands Police for any loss or damage arising in any way from the receipt or use of this email. 
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